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FOCUS AND RATIONALE

The problem of sexism in education has been extensively documented both
in Australia and overseas . During the last ten years we have seen many
curriculum offerings published which teach about the role of women in
society, sex-role socialisation and the changing roles of men and women .

Short-term intervention programmes have been successful in changing

	

1
students' attitudes to such things as appropriate work roles for women.
The results of such programmes provide invaluable information about the
capacity of children to change and the methodology through which teachers
can encourage change .

Work in the field has highlighted the complexity of the problem. It is
not merely the attitudes that girls and boys in schools hold towards
women, but the attitudes which women in schools hold towards themselves .
Our surveys and studies reveal that even when children, and more particularly

girls, are familiar with the ideals of equality of opportunity for men
and women, they still make choices for themselves based on stereotypical
images .

Girls may change their attitudes to what women can or cannot do, but
when it comes to translating that new knowledge into personal terms, they
continue to make choices for themselves based on their own previous
experience, New information which comes fray the teacher does~not seem
to be personally valid to them .

The social learning model of sex-role learning holds that socialising
agents differentially reward and punish certain behaviours in each sex
and that actual child behaviours are caapared with those "ideal" sex-role
models .

Studies of child behaviour show that -children imitate role models, that
parents and teachers (significant adults) intervene and influence children
about sex-role related behaviour, and that childrg~n have different beliefs
about sex-roles for themselves at different ages .

Women generally suffer ~n erosion of self-confidence and self-esteem
throughout their lives .

	

This erosion begins to be noticeable in the early
years of school . For example, little girls begin to be "punished" by the
attitudes of others for behaviour such as hanging upside down from the
monkey bars, thus revealing their nether portions, albeit clothed . During
adolescence this decrease in self-esteem accelerates . Many young waxen
can recall entering high school possessing far greater confidence,
self-assuredness and assertiveness than they had when they left .

Certainly the fundamental physical, changes that take place during adoles-
cence play an important role in the changing attitudes towards self . An
increased interest in sexuality and a focus on attracting the attention of
boys is an added factor . Societal attitudes reinforce what is considered
to be appropriate behaviour ao that girls can finally be successful in
their attempts to allure "tbe man of their dreams". To a greater or lesser
degree, most girls in our culture feel the need to remain fluid and
malleable in per~onal identity in order to adapt to the needs of the men
that they marry .

3 .



A girl in~rrnalizes that her role in life is to wait until asked,
ra:aer than to initiate, to take what she is given, rather than to
ask '_or ~rhat she wants, and to remain rather than offer her own
opinion, especially if ft differs from others . Rather than accepting
this as a natural phenomenon, that "this is the way it's always been,
and always will be . . .', this programme for adolescent girls attempts
to address those very issues of approval and conformity .

As stated previously, we have le+arrrt~tha~t we can change the externals,
but that it is the internalisation of knowledge and its translation
into usable forms in terms of the self which are mote difficult.
Research reveals that the motive to avoid :access is a psychological
barrier to achievement in women . Women display anxie-ties because of
the expectations held by most waxen, that success, especially in
competitive achievement~situatfons, will have negative effects for them,
These effects include being socially rejected, losing friends, becoming
isolated, lonely or unhappy, and a doubting of one's own feminity . When
faced with a conflict between the feminine image and the expression of
their competencies or the development of their abilities and interests,
women will adjust their behaviour to internalised sex-roles.

we know that once girls' attitudes to themselves became set, it is
very .difficult to change them .

	

For example, once they have internalised
the knowledge that maths and science are the domain of mart, then it is
very difficult to persuade them to continue with these subjects, and to
convince them of the crucial role that these subjects play in career
choice . Cnce girls have internalised that "domestic bliss" is to be
their goal in life, it is extsemely difficult to help them see that
la.fe is full of choices and options, and to convince them they have the power
to make dads ons about these choices and to increase their own life
options . Life, as many adolescent girls see it, ends in a blurry haze
of happiness after marriage . Unfortunately, many of the choices which
are being made by girls are being made within an unexamined framework
of tradition and unconsciously absorbed pressures . Many significant
c:~oices for girls are unnecessarily constrained by stereotyped
expectations about themselves based on their sex . The restrictions of
sax-role stereotyping at present bear more heavily on women and girls
cecausa their inferior social power has resulted in a lower confidence
to :make significant decisions and because there is resistance to their
"xercise of choice in was which would threaten the more powerful
positions held by males .
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This c~~rriculu :n proposal, then, is an affirmative action programme aimed
at adolescent girls . It incorporates-four elements - information,
encouragement, modelling and goal setting : information about specific
s ;cilla, encouragement to gain them, positive modelling of these skills
by somecn± wt:~ the girls will see as worthwhile enr~lating (eg ., the
=acidts :cr cr invi :.ed guests) and the setting of goals .



THE PROGRAMME

This programme . is an attempt to modify the rigidity of the sex-role
stereotypes that girls hold about themselves, through interaction with
their peer group .

	

Children who. hold flexible attitudes have an added
advantage in problem-solving, and an increased possibility of availing
themselves of a variety of learning situations . Arbitrary decisions
about what behaviour is appropriate for one's sex tend to limit the
development of any person, male or female, to their full potential .
The Schools Commission Report, "Girls . School and Society" states that
good education is incompatible with an educational process through which
males and females progressively learn, in an unexamined fashion, that
different things are required and expected of them because of their sex .
i t further states that central to good education is the examination of
assumptions and the ratidnal consideration of alternatives, and that
because in the short term, unexamined assumptions are especially limiting
for girls, girls need special support in gaining competence and confidence .
These statements form the basis of this programme .

It is a positive action programme which encourages the countering of
assumptions based on past realities, and encourages the acceptance of
broad norms for female behaviour . It aims to develop thinking skills
and assist in their application to bodies of knowledge as a preparation
for living in the world, not only as it is now, but as it may be, with
students prepared to recognise changes and evaluate them, and able to
choose what kind of a role they will play in the world .

'rhe programme then makes the very basic assumption that prescriptive roles
based on sex are dyr.functional in today's society, where technological
change is progressing at a previously unimagined rate and where barriers
surrounding "men's" jobs are eroding . i t assumes that people in such a
society will function better if they are individual blends of female and
male "capabilities" . it maintains thst people who can associate thaaselves
with both "male" and "female" behaviour can be awre situationally relevant
in their problem-solving .

The focus is not on information and facts, it is on the develop~aent of
skills which enable meaning to be made and then applied to new situations,
skills such as differentiating between fact and opinion in what is heard
and read and the development of the ability to recognise and question
assumptions .
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It encourages students to reflect on their own experiences and to link
these experiences with those of other group members .

	

it values and
legitimises discussion where definitive answers are not found . It uses
a language and learning theory where group members learn through listening
to others and through talking about themselves .
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SE:.ECTION OF STUDEaTS

Tyis programme i3 aimed at girls who are at the onset of sari in ~:uberty . It
attempts to "catch" girls at this stage and to give them skills to approach
some of the difficulties that lie before them.

Far mast girls, the onset of menstruation and the develoFxaent of secondary
sexual characteristics such as body hair and a "figure" are met with
feelings of shame, embarrassment and uncertainty . Girls ate told to
hide the tact tha= t.`=°y are menstruating, to contain their breasts lest
they invite attention and to shave their legs and armpfis because body
hair is unsightly . At the same t me it is true to say that, by and large,
the physical changes that occur in boys at this stage, e.g . increased
musculature, deepening of the voice and the appearance of body hair, are
heralded as being signs of passage into manhood . While societal attitudes,
assumptions and expectations reinforce an adolescent boy's perception of
himself as being powerful, independent and in control, the attitudes,
assumptions and expectations of the same society reinforce an adolescent
girl's low self-esteem.

with the onset of puberty, definitions of femininity and normalcy change
and come precipitously closer to the stereotype . Girls find that
behaviours which have previously been rewarded, especially successfully
competing, are now viewed negatively by others . Femininity also becomes
an attribute that has to be learned - a task that8 is -made difficult because
of a girl's ambivalent feelings towards her body .

This programme is aimed specifically at girls . It adapts the
consciousness-raising group model, illustrating a technique in
which the participants exchange ideas, attitudes, personal experiences,
hopes and fears . 1t is a way of sharing and of raising an awareness .
Consciousness-raising groups in the early seventies es tablished that
women suffer from the "I'm the only one who's different" syndrome . The
realization that others share their concerns and feelings helps students to
feel less "different", thus enhancing self-concept .

In choosing to address itself exclusively to girls the programme recognizes
that girls as a group have problems that are common to them and are
different ftom the problems faced by boys . Through development of skills
seal the sharing of experiences the programme also attempts to build a
feeling of group cohesion .

5 .
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METHODOLOGY

The particular curriculum model adopted is an open model based on inter-
action and encounter where objectives are replaced by hypotheses to be
tested in classroom/action research . It is an experiential-experimental
approach to curriculum development .

The teacher's role is crucial . In it she becomes a facilitator and a
co-learner . This dual role is a difficult one, but as a woman she knows
full well the journc; these girls are embarking upon . Her personal
insight into the problem gives added strength to the programme . She
supplies the structure and format, the students supply the content and
the support . In casting the teacher in the role of co-learner it demands
tlsat~an inquiry/discovery methodology is used .

It is also a much more intimate form of learning than most conventional
classroom experiences . i t involves the development of an atmosphere of
trust in which those involved feel free to make disclosures about
themselves . It is this environment which is important to success .

The programme revolves about process rather than content . It is committed
to teacher development and understanding, and the refinement and develop-
ment of techniques, resting on teachez judgment rather than direction .
In using the programme, the teacher will inevitably be involved in learning
about herself . It therefore requires that some teachers may need to
change their perception of their role as teachers .

Indeed, there is a strong possibility that the teacher will be required
to adapt to changing roles within the programme as together the teacher
and students progress.

The structura provided is intended to help the teacher feel comfortable
dealing with a difficult curriculum area . Sessions may develop into two
or three lessons as the content which the students provide should act as a
catalyst for the perceptive teacher .

r:e::ibility in regard to the amount of time the teacher is prepared to spend
c~each session i3 an important consideration when planning the imp:ementa-
t :cn o`_ this ~~nit . Most sessions will take up to an hour . Individual
teachers stay also decide that more time needs to be spent on a particular
session and so may decide to make more than the one session out of the
structure provided .

The working environment needs to be carefully selected . A .quiet, calm
placa free from interruption will facilitate the development of trust
and ecourage aeii-disclosure .

The prograrrtta has been developed as a result of working with groups of
wcren teac:a :: a..̂d has been adapted to suit the needs of younger women .



1ST SESSION

by tt~e end of this session, participants will have :

(1) disclosed some information about themselves in a relaxed, non-
threateniny fun atmosphere .

(2) identified same of the sources which influence women's thinking,
particularly about the way they should appear and behave .

G~ttin~

DISCUSSION

-To-Know-You Exercise

(1) Fold a piece of paper in four .

Write answer to question 1 in first quarter . Take some time to reflect
before you write .
Get into triads and share the answer to the 1st question .

Change triads, write and share the answer to the 2nd question, and
so on until each person has spent some time talkiny to every other
person in the group .

!g irt discussion

(1) How difficult was it to think of the answers?

(2)- What qualities does the woman you admire possess?

(3) which of those qualities do you already have?

(4) Why wouldn't you want to be like her?

(5) Now did you feel sharing your ideas with others?

what rules do we want for this group? e .g . contid©~tiality, Caamunication
norms, etc .

9 .

1 . Onc thiny I really 2 . 14 woman I admire is
enjoy doing is

3 . t3efore I die I want to 4 . If my house was burning
r down, the 1st thing I'd

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . take would be



ACT .V~TY

Kake two ~a :3e posters en_itled "Girls" and "Women" by cutting and pasting
pictures °rom magazines . Look carefully at each of the pictures .

Are there any similarities between the way the girls look, or behave ur ire
dressed? What are they?

Are there any differences between the way the girls look, behave and dress?
What are they?

What about the women - what are the similarities and differences there?

Discussion

1 . Where do women and girls receive the messages about the way they acs
expected to dress, behave and look?

2 . what are some of those messages or options?

3 . which of those messages do you agree with and would like to emulate
yourself? (e .g . may include comments about posture, being actively
involved in sports, having strong determined eyes, etc .)

What a_-e acme of the choices sex-role stereotyping takes away from
g i r is a. .̂d women?

Yc~J a_e w o :~ou are .
You :a ":e choices meat wt:at ou do, how yi%u
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4 . which do you disagree with and wouldn't choose for yourself? (F.xampl~s
may include comments about the appropriateness of clothes for certain -
activities, the range of emotions depicted, etc .)

: . Introduce the terms "stereotype" and "stereotyping" .
Children and adults are given messages about the way they are expected
to think, feel, behave and look . When we are told we must behave or
look in a certain sort of way simply because we are girls or boys,
women or men, this process is calhed "six-role stereotyping" . Sex-role
stereotyping does not taRe into account the special likes or dislikes
of individual people - it simply says, "Right, you're a girl, therefore
you must behave (think, feel, etc .) in this kind of way . . ." or "You're
a boy, so therefore you must behave (think, feel, etc .) in that sort
of way" . Stereotyping giV?S us some choices, but it also taxes away
many choices .

What are some of t:Ze choices sex-role stereotyping gives to girls and
women?

o . Recall she na.'ne of the woman you wrote down eazlier whom you admired .
In :+hat nays is s. .̂e stareotyped?
I .-. :chat ways is she ncc stereotyred?



before next time :

Keep your eyes and ears open and observe the way the media stereotype
your behaviour .

Research the changes in women's fashions over the last 200 years .
How have expectations changed? Who decides what will be in fashion?
How have body shapes changed?

Feedback

what have you enjoyed?
What didn't you like?
How would you like to change it next time?



Waxen-up

2ND SDSSION

Hy the end of this session, participants will have gained skills and
practice in giving and receiving compliments .

Brief discussion about the TV programmes, advertisements, pictures, etc.
girls have obaerv~d since the last session which stereotype females into
certain ways of behaving, thinking and feeling .

(1)

	

In what ways are you stereotyped?

	

(e .g . the way you dress, the way
' you behave, etc .)

(2) In what ways are you not stereotyped?

(3) How does it feel when you don't look, or behave in a stereotyped
way?

(4) What generalisations can you make about females from your observations?
~(e .g . Women are often shown smiling . Girls wear long pants, short
pants and dresses .)

(5) How can we make intelligent judgements about products, clothes, games,
etc . we see advertised?
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(6) Who benefits from advertising?

Discussion

we all share a need to be acknowledged by people around us . we all need
people to take notice of us and pay us attention . Have you ever had the
experience of being ignored by someone? How did it feel?

Imagine a small baby curled up asleep in a pram . Suddenly she wakes up,
looks around the roam and begins to cry . Her mother walks in the room,
picks her up, cuddles her and very soon she stops crying . This baby has
learned that crying ie a good way to get attention . As she grows older
she will learn more ways to get the things she needs .

What are some of the ways you get attention from your friends, your parents
and your teachers?

we can get attention in positive or negative ways . Do you know any
children who get lots of attention from the teacher, but it's always in the
io:m of a frown, or a punishment? Why do you think some children seek out
hat sort of attention?

If cre of your friends says to you, "I like the way you've done your hair,
bur i don't li7(e t.'~e jeans you're wearing", which part do you think you'll
2a1c'":L`e : ~aSt?

nhy 3 i . lira : we can easily remember the negative ccmr.+er.ts oecp e -:a<e srd
::ard:y eve : ..̂ear tire pcs tive ores?
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F:vmry ~iay i~~ , ~>plc give us lots of messages about ourselves . Sometimes they're
positive ones like, "You did that really well" and sometimes they're negative
ones like, "That's just not good enough" . In order to take the negative ones
in our stride and not let them worry us too much we need to have a huge
store of positive comments in reserve .

One way we can build up our store of positive messages is to ask for, and
give compliments . This can sometimes be difficult at first because you may
have been told that you'll become big-headed if you say nice things about
yourself, or that girls shouldn't boast, or that you shouldn't "fish for
compliments" .

People usually find it easy to list negative things about themselves, and
difficult to list positive attributes . Since it's so easy to remember
the negative things it's even more important to deliberately spend time
building up our store of,positive messages .

It is sometimes difficult to know how to give someone a compliment without
.teeliny awkward .

It is sometimes difficult to know what to say when saaeone gives you a
compliment .

Activity

Choose a partner to work with :

1 . A . One of the things I like about you is . . . . . . . . . . .
F3 . I am glad you told me you like my . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Reverse roles .

tiow did it feel? Was it difficult to say something nice to your
friend? How did it feel answering?

2 . A . One of the things I like about myself is . . . . . . . .
B . I am glad you told me you like your . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Reverse roles .

iiow did it feel?

3 . A . One of the things I like about my body is . . . . . . .
B .

	

I am glad you told me you like your . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Reverse roles .

How did it feel?

4 . A . Tell me something else you like about me . . . . . . . .
B . Thank you for telling me you like my . . . . . . . . . . . .

keverse roles .

How did it feel?

which of them all did you find the most difficult/easiest?



issues raised may include blushing, worrying about what other people think,
and feeling guilty about boasting .

RE.~SEASi3ER : It is OK to want attention .
Honesty in communication is important .
It is OK to give positive and negative comments .

Befoce Next Time

Give same compliments .

Get some compliments .

Ask for some compliments .

Feedback

what have you most enjoyed in the session?

what didn't you like?

what would you like to change nex-t time?



I3y the end of this session, participants will be able :

1 . to identify 5 things they like about themselves .

2 . to identify 5 things they do well .

3 . to use a simple framework to help them think positively about each
other and themselves .

Warm-up

what compliments have'you given since the last session?

s what compliments have you received since the last session?

What compliments have you asked for since the last session?

Activity

1 . List 5 things you do well .

Share them with a partner .

Ask ycxrr partner to add more to your list .

2 . List ~ things you like about yourself .

Sharr them with a partner .

Ask your partners to add more to your list .

Discussion

It is very easy to tell ourselves that we are incompetent or not as good
as other people .

what are some~of the things that you say to yourself to convince yourself
that you are not as good as other people .

Explain diagram using relevant examples fray girls' lives .

e .g . If you are unhappy, miserable, a loner, etc . then you can decide to
change your behaviour .

Yob can change the rules .

You can ask~to change whatever you disagree with .

REMEMDGR : You choose to be the person you are .

3RD SESSION



before Next Time

when you Eind yourself telling yourself you're not OK, have 3 look at th~~

two lists you made today .

I'm
not
OK

You're OK

You're not OK

Feedback

what did you enjoy?

what didn't you like?

'Ahat would you like to change?

Does anyone have any secrets that they want kept confidential?

I'm
OK

" You're much better at " She's good at soccer
it then 1 am . and so am I .

" It's alright for 'you, " I want to qo and you
you can do it . can come too .

" If I'm not allowed to " All teachers are awful .
do it, she isn't
either . " All boys are naughty

and tough .
" She's dust as hvpcless

a~ I am . " nll adults are mean .



4TH SESSION

1 Hy the end of this session, students will have :

1 . learnt to describe themselves in the positive ways that other people
gee them .

2 . shared with the group the positive perceptions that they hold of
themselves .

3 . built a positive acceptance of self to others .

Warm-up

Briefly revise the "I'm'OK - You're OK" Diagram .

Activ tlr

You're OK

You're nvt OK

Tn pairs, describe situations you have been in since the last session in
terms of the diagram .

In pairs, trace body shapes on large sheets of paper . Name them clearly
and pin up all - around the room .

Move around the room rt~dividually writing adjectives which positively
describe that person inside the body shape . After you have written an
adjective, go up to that person and say "(Jane) i think you ace . . ."

Respond by saying "thank you for telling me that I am . . ." . It is
important that the compliment is processed and the re-statement by the
recipient helps to internalize the message .

Towards the end of the time, ask the students to add words to describe
themselves . Write these outside the body shape .

Display the posters for a week or more and invite other teachers and
people who know the students to visit your classroom and add positively
to the lists .



"'re Gro~D

Vote to tZe teacher : Some stuc~n.ts may be embarrassed at having their body
saa;;e t : aced and threatened at the prospect of it being displayed for other
students and teachers to see . If this is the case, a symbolic representation
of each student would be suitable, or the Alternative Activity may be
?referred .

T

Alternative Activi~

As a group, write each individual in the group a letter . The person should
be present whilst the letter is being written .

For example :

Dear Susan

we would like
you . We think you are :

brave

a good person t~ go to when we are unhappy

good at keeping secrets

s a bit different from other people

a maths "brain" .

Love Erom

to tell you some of the things that

'3 .

we

Restrict the number of attributes to be listed and keep the number
constant for each member .

Stress that consensus must be reached on each attribute .

eaedback

`that did you enjoy most?

What didn't you like?

What would you like to change ne:ct time?

really like about



STH SESSION

ny the end of this session, students :

1 . will be able to recognise that "taking something for granted" is the
same as making an assumption .

2 . that an assumption is not a fact .

3 . that in using the process of assumption making and clarification
they can test sex-role stereotypes .

Discussion

Very often assumptions are so deeply imbedded that they are considered
to be truths or confused with facts . Facts are based on data and
evidence and can be verified . We need to differentiate between facts
and assumptions .

Activity

1 . Activities can be based around "What is a girl, What is a boy"* which
makes statements like "People say that boys are strong, but Jenny is
a girl and she is strong" . Make a book for younger children based
on this concept .
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2 . Assumption Making and Testing :

3 .

(a) Mike observations about the school/playground and make the
assumptions based on this .

(b) Find ways of testing the assumptions .

(c) What are the only facts that you know for sure?

Make lists of . Boys are . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Girls are . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Men are . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Women are . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Apply a similar process to them .

Feedback

What did you enjoy most?

What didn't you like?

What would you like to change next time?

* WAXMAN, S ; "What is a girl, what is a boy "
Camberwell, Victoria . Widescope Publishers, 1976 .



3y t.'~e end of this session, students will :

understand the meaning of androgyny .

2 . list attributes which are common to both men and women and can

therefore be used to describe a person .

Stort

Read or tell the Story of Baby X - see Appendix .

Alternative or Additional Story

Read or tell the story of Androgene who scaled the heavens and frightened

t2:e gods . Androgene was a human who embodied both sexes - was both

strong and weak, powerful and loving, aggressive and affectionate . The

gods in their jealousy split Androgede into two beings, male and female .

Discussions

6TH SESSION

what are the attributes of a "good" male and female? Link- with assumption

clarification . (Refer to last session.) Find the words that describe

person rather than .a male or female .

what are the things about yourself that are androgynous?

Activity

Construct or describe "Andy" (who is androgynous) .
Draw in cartoon form same incidents which may occur as Saby X grows up .

eedback

what did you enjoy most?

what didn't you like?

chat would you like to change next time?



E3y the end of this session, students will have projected themselves into
an heroic role through fantasy .

warm-up

what did you like best about the last session?

Is it hard to do things that other people consider are "boys' things"?
It so, what can you do, or say to yourself so that is doesn't worry you?

Discussion

In story books girls are often portrayed as beautiful heroines rather
than heroic . They often need saving from dreadful fates .

Activi~

Choose some traditional family stories to dramatise, fn which the heroine
is saved from some dreadful fate, e.g . Cinderella, Snow White, Red Riding
Hood, Sleeping Beauty . Play them out in the traditional manner and then
repeat the performance with each of - the main characters solving her own
problem .

Lach person writes a story with themselves as the cemtral character .
The plot requires them to exhibit leadership, ingenuity and independence .
lrncourage students to share their stories with the rest of the group .

Dramatise the most appealing .

Before Next Session

Discover some stories about independent women to share with the group .

Feedback

What did you enjoy most?

What didn't you like?

what would you like to change rlext time?

7TIi SESSION
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3y the er".d of this session, participants will have identified some of thr
reasons why it is difficult to get what they want, and c7ained practice in
stating an assertive formula .

'~1a rm-uo

In what ways did you find the last session useful?

Do you still have difficulty in to ling yourself that you are OK?

Activity

In groups of 4, brainstorm on
tell q i r ls~ they're not ~OK

	

(or

Report back and discuss .

Introduce Assertive Formula

8TH SESSION

butcher's paper all the ways people try
not as OK as boys) .

I'm feeling . . . because I think . . . and I want . . .

.Using the information gained in the brainstorming session, make up
examples that are important to girls' lives now, so that they can
formulate assertive responses, e .g :

Alter su :ficient situations have been described, and each girl has had a
:ew times at formulating assertive statements, one of those situation
could be role-played . If clarification is still needed, the teacher
could take L::e role of the assertive girl .

52for2 Vex= wee<

Pzactise making "I feel . . . because, I think . . . and I want . . ." statements .
Think also of those situations in which you would have liked to have
said what you wanted, but didn't. Try to remember why you didn't .

'~ed~ack

..__ 3i_ .'ou ~:.ost envoy?

Set the scene . . . The school has a policy that only boys can
play C!ic;kc't .

	

It's always been like this - in fact, no-one can
ever r~membcr girls even being interested in having a yo .
Now, however, there are 4 girls i~~ycwr year who brlieve it's
unfair .

	

They've been practising cr.irkrt o~,the oval at lunch
times and have become pretty good at it . when they asked their
sports teacher if they could try for the school team he told
them about the policy that says only boys are allowed to play
cricket at this school .

	

The 4 girls decide to go to the Principal
to discuss it with him/her . what could they say?

2 "'

to



Warm-up Discussion

NUN-VEt2IIAL BLI~AVIUUtt

t3o~ Language

9TH SESSION

uy'the end of this session participants will be able to distinguish
between non-assertive, assertive and aggressive behaviour and will
have gained more practice in formulating assertive responses .

Who made some "I statements" during the week?

What was the reaction?

When didn't you make an "I statement"?

Activity

Discriminating between rion-assertive, assertive and aggressive behaviours .

NON-ASSERTIVE ASSERTIVE

	

AGGRESSIVE

Putting yourself down

	

Saying what you think,

	

Saying what you
and letting others

	

feel, want and letting

	

think, feel and
taut you down too .

	

others do that too .

	

want and not
letting others do
it . Trying to
put others down .

In pairs, make an "I statement" either aggressively, assertively or
non assertively .

	

Let the other one guess which it was ._

Point out that it is not only what you-say,but how you say it, that
is important, ie ., tone of voice, body language, etc .

Kids walking around room - shy, assertive, angry, scared - What is it about
their body language which gives them away

Role_ Play

Discuss a situation that is a current problem for a girl right now .
Discuss the various alternatives open to her for handling the situation
ie ., non-assertiveness, assertiveness, aggressiveness, and their possible
consequences .

Role-play the situation with the~girl in question taking the role of
herself so that she can rehearse what she would like to do or say .

Have the rest of the group offer further ideas in the discussion afterwards .

Before the Next Week

Practise making "I statements" .

23 .

Eycs Look down, away Look in the eye Stare, glare, narrow
Posture : Bunched, rt~ove Stand up straight Invade others' space

away Calm relaxed Shaking fists, finger
Hands . Trembling, Steady, sure Shout, shriek

fidgety
Voice . Soft, trembling



e°tl'JdCk

what have you enjoyed today?

What did you dislike most?

What would you like to change?

Any secrets~to be kept confidential?
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By the end of this session participants will have :

gained experience in standing their ground through exercises .

gained an awareness of what is involved in making autonomous decisions .

Warm-up Discussion

When was the last time you did something that someone you know disapproved
of?

How did it feel?

Why is it so difficult to "fly in the face" of opposition, or do something
quite different from most of your friends?

Who are some of the people you want to gain approval fraa?

Exercises

10TH SESSION

The following exercises are taken fro~a bio-energetics and assertiveness
training courses . They are designed to develop in participants an
awareness of their own individuality, power and self-assuredness .

Girls are to work in pairs and it is important to maintain eye contact
throughout .

	

A brief feedback discussion should take place ofter each
exercise to elicit thoughts and feelings .

1 . Yes o
Stand opposite your partner about two arm lengths away. Stretch
both arms out in front of you so that your hands are pressing hard
against each others . While pushing against each other's hands, one
partner says "Yes" repeatedly while the other repeatedly says "No" .
Swap roles .

2 . You will/I won't
Follow the format for the above exercise . Discover which other parts
of the body could be used to press against instead of hands, e .g .
back to back, sitting on the floor with feet to feet. How does it
feel with no body contact at all?
Swap roles .

	

_

3 . " I can stand my ground "
Stand opposite your partner about two arms lengths away, feet firmly
on the ground about shoulder width apart. It is important that the
knees not be locked keeping the legs rigid, but instead, should be
bent slightly .

	

(For this exercise it may be useful to imagine the
power and agility a tennis champion has when she is about to receive
a serve .)
Partners take turns to say the sentence, maintaining eye contact and
varying the emphasis on different words, e .g.

"I can stand my ground."
"I can stand my ground ." etc .

25 .



: :v .e .o t:e

	

" esc ar :

	

These exercises usually become very noisy,

	

so_	i t may
::r advisable to seek out an isolated room, or do this part of the session
~u is ide .

Ac :ivi :y

From your research and reading since the last session who are some of the
women you have learned about? List their names, the era, and the area
they worked and achieved in . Ask girls to describe briefly what each woman
did .

Select one woman and discuss her work in detail .

(1) What was her childhood like?
(2) What do we know of her schooling?
(3) What made her decide to . . . .?
(4) 'Aas there any opposition to her decision to . . . .?
(5)

	

what were the opinions of her mother, father . sisters, brother ,
girlfriends and boyfriends?

In groups dramatise a situation you read about or imagine may have happened
w',^,ere t:~e woman has decided to do what she really wants to do, and her
family and/or friends disagree with her decision .

What happens?

what arguments does she use to persuade them to see her point of view?

what arguments do they use to persuade her to change her mind?

How does she feel?

Nhat might she be saying to herself?

R2i~rence : An excellent story desczibing a young girl's determination
to become a doctor despite her father's overwhelming opposition is :
J~J~"C~ Nicholson's Freedom For Pricilla , tlelson,~Melbournc, :~64 .
+vai-able from the Women's Studies Resource Centre .

`"3nt33y

visualising the way a difficult situation works out so that you come out c~f -
it feeling good about yourself, about what ~rou said and did, is one way ro -
en~ure that it happens the way you want it to .

ask each girl to think of something she wants to do to which she knows ther~r
~"r :li be so.:~e opposition, e .q . her choice of career, the clothes she wants
to :rear, -yetti. .̂g some rules changed at school, etc .

s Cicse your eyes, take seine deep breaths and settle comfortably into your
c . .̀air, or "gin the flcor .

	

:r

wee yourae :~ zoi^g whatever it is you want to do . what are you wearing :'
'+ : st do ;~cu look lice? what sort of expression are you ".rearinu on your
.3C??

	

: : ;-i "+

	

.: .:+
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Now let that image go .

Imagine the faces of all the people who disagree with what it is you

want to do .

Choose just one of them to wock with now .

Remember how good you felt doing what you want to do, and tell that
person why you want to do it. Tell that person what the advantages
will be as you see them . Tell that person how you are going to keep
yourself safe and look after yourself . Tell that person how it feels

to make your own decisions .

Now swap roles in your fantasy and become that other person . What
miyht he/she say?

Swap roles and become yourself again . Is there anything else you want

to say to that person now?

What are three steps you can take to qet what you want (e .g . further

research, lobbying for support, finding someone who's doing what you

want to do and talking to them gaining more information abou-t -safety? .

~ Now go back and recall how you felt when you were doing whatever it is

that you want to do . Let all the good feelings sweep over you .

s Now it's time to let that image go and come back into the roo(a .

Remember it's brighter here than inside your head so take your time

and open your-eyes slowly .

Lach girl should be given the opportunity to raise any positive or negative

icelinys she wants to share as a result of .the fantasy. It may be useful

to get the girls to jot down the three steps as a goal setting exercise .

Feedback

t~hich parts of this session did you like?

which parts of this session didn't you like?

which parts of this session would you like to change?



3y the end of this session participants will have gained an appreciation
of their own and others' uniqueness .

'rJarm-up Discussion

Group members can recount the attempts they made to
during the week .

Activity

ITIi SESSION

On a large poster, display the following statements :

Z t' s OK

	

to be you .

It's OK to have needs and wants .

It's OK to be touched, held, cared for, loved .

Zt's OK to be the age you are .

It's OK to do things your way .

It's OK to be healthy .

It's OK to like yourself .

Zt's OK to make mistakes .

It's OK to be the sex you are .

It's OK to have feelings and show them .

It's OK to ask far what you want or need .

It's OK to think .

It's OK to be strong or weak .

It's OK to disagree .

It's OK to want attention .

It's OK to be sensual .

It's OK to have fun .*

make "I s to temen is "

Focus or. each statement one at a time, asking the girls to write about
botz themselves and other people so that their individuality can be
highlighted, e .g :

i . List 3 things you like about yourself and 3 things you like about a
friend .

2 . List 3 things you need or want .

3 . '~:ita tae names a . 2 people you like touching you, and 2 people you
like to tcuch .

~:i :e t:e .. .̂a .:,e of ;cmecr.e you like who's a different age :rcm you .

5 . :~ :ito Lae ramie o :: sc;.ieore ~rou li'.<e who dces tae same oc i~ a different
'Nd .i ._ .. ... SOW =~~ .

~ ., . .c ;,~~r n _ : : ~+e_ . .~a : ;, :.e _:ai :.cr .:~e : :. ~ecior.s~ a~ .:ca=_~r. ~J :~_re .

25 .



REMEMBER : You don't have to be like everyone else .

You can like a person and dislike what they're doing .

Before Next Week

Make a list of all the things that people you like or love do that
irritate or bug you .

t'eedback
f

Wtiat did you enjoy most?

whot Jid you dislike?

What do yAU.want to change?

Any other comments?



Discussion

Display the goals prominently .

Fantd3y

.-.,e

	

_

	

~..s.~e" .~ ~~r. ,n~s-.r~.~�.._. . . .,r~~r~mt,

	

. .-ayeg y-s=.,tr~

12TH SESSION

-3y the end of this session, students will have practised setting goals for
themselves .

Girls often feel powerless about flying in the face of popular opinion
because of the limitations placed on their behaviour .
Activities
Through discussion or writing, explore what might be different about your
life if you were a boy .

	

.

Choose one aspect in which change can be achieved . Make sure it is
something that you want to change .

Save each person set a goal for themselves and record it on a card, e.g .
on back . Goals must be achievable, desirable and measurable . Set up
a goal area in the room .

Perhaps diagramatically ~ ~ ~ ~

	

or using°a netball basket .

+ where do you want to be in 10 years time?

J

when a goal is achieved :it can be-figuratively "kicked" or "thrown", and
the methods of accanplishment and reason for wanting to set the goal
explained to the group .

~Jork towards achieving each objective . Encourage cooperation of other
group members .

a Aak students to close their eyes, settle themselves comfortably in their
seats, or on the floor and take some deep relaxing breaths .

a Imagine you are a year older . . . now you are 5 years older . You are
looking quite different . . . the clothes you are wearing are different .
what does your hair look like?

Now you are growing older still . . . 7 years older . . . now you are
. . . . years older and the year is 199 . ? _

a What do you look like? What are you wearing? what are your friends
and family like?

s W:~at sort of interests do you have? How do you spend your spare time?

:+'a : ~o lou do with most of your time?

	

Are you a student?

	

I: so,
:.ere? 'what are you studying, and what will ycu do wher, you have

`iris:.ed lour course?

are you ~.:or :<ing in a boo? Ii so, what is it? are you sat:sf:ed ~~+iLh
HcW muc:~ :nor.ey ~o you earn?

. . . .-
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Are you unemployed? If so, how do you spend your time, and with whom?

What else is _happening in your life in 199 . ?

What is the most important thing in your life? What do you enjoy
most in your life?

Are you where you want to be?

~ If so, what steps did you take to get there?

~ If not, what can you do to change that?

Now it's time to come into the classroom . Remember it's brighter in here
than in your head, so takR your time and open your eyes slowly.

Have students talk in pairs as to where they saw themselves in 10 years
time .

write down the steps they will need to take to reach their goal. Discuss
in pairs and add any further steps their partner can suggest.

Note to the teacher :

	

It may be useful to have information on hand
regarding pre-requisite subjects for specific jobs, courses and
institutions for this session .

Students can draw up a simple Action Plan to help clarify their goal
setting, e .g :

l . In 10 years time I want to be studying to become a vet.

2 . Steps I will have to take to reach my goal are :

(a)

	

I will have - to pass Matriculation Maths and Science.
(b)

	

I will find out what the quota is for entry into the vet's
course at University .

(c) I will organise some work experience in a vet's surgery to
make sure I like it.

Additional Activi~

Brainstorm as a group the variety of changes that have occurred in relation
to women in the last 100 years, e .g:

they can vote .
they have reliable methods of contraception.

m they can become doctors, school principals .
~ more women are in the paid workforce, etc .

For each of the points raised, ask the question, "How bas the world changed
since women . . ." .

This discussion can highlight the important contribution made by women to
our society, and point out special needs such as child care, sharing daaestic
responsibilities and flexible working arrangements .



Activity

Warm-up Discussion

1 3TH SESSION

By the end of this session, each student will have practised identifying
changes in behaviour or classroom structure which she would like changed .
Practise will also have been gained in making those wants known .

You can like a person but not like some of their behaviour . Practice
saying things about each other in this fashion . "I like Mary, but I
don't like it when she . . . . . . ."

identify the ways in which your classroom or school is sexist and
make positive suggestions for change . Role-play telling the appropriate
person what you want changed .

Note to the teacher : Students need to know that they have a right
to make reasonable demands upon people or institutions . Girls
particularly so, because as woaaen, they often feel guilty if they
do make demands .

If you could make other people in the school/class/group do something
to make the school/class/group a better place for you, what would you
want them to do? Begin each statement with,"If I decided to make this
school a better place I would . . . ."

Feedback

What did you enjoy most?

What did you dislike?

What do you want to change?

Any other comments?



3~~ ~he end of this session each participant will have contributed towards

creating a book so that their learning can be shared and recalled after

t:~e group has disbanded .

'Aar:~-up Discussion

What are some of the things you found that people you love or like do

that bother youl ~ you want to do anything to change the way you feel,

Mink or behave in relation to that situation? How will you do it?

lou can ask a person to change their behaviour, and sometimes they will .

Zf they won't, what will you do then?

Activity

3ook : "We want you to know . . ."

T:~is book is a record of what each girl has learned in the group that

she wants to share with others .

	

A photograph of each girl is pas~eQ

a page which reads, "I want you to know that I learned the following

:i :.gs in this group . . ." . She then writes those things which have

impressed her and which she wants to share with readers of the book .

The cover of the book will have a group photo of all the members .

ciaal Discussion

~efiect aver the sessions . Flow have they been useful, enjoyable? what

has helped to make them that way? How can you ensure that you maintain

support from each other now that the group has finished.

^i al Game

Ia a circle each group member is focussed on one at a time, while the

ot':ers take turns to say :

14TH SF:SSICN

"One of the things I have appreciated about you is . . ."

s -: .



*Lois Gould, Ms, December 1972 .

APPEND2X A

X : A FABULOUS CHILD'S STORY*

Once upon a time, a baby named X was born . This baby was named X so that
nobody could tell whether it was a boy or a girl . Its parents could tell,
of course, but they couldn't tell anybody else . They couldn't even tell
Baby X, at first .

You see, it was all part of a very .important Secret Scientific Xperiment,
known officially as Project Baby X. The smartest scientists had set up
this Xperiment at a cost of Xactly 23 billion dollars and 72 cents, which
might seem like a lotFfor just one baby, even a very important Xperimental
baby . But when you remember the prices of things like strained carrots and
stuffed bunnies, and popcorn for the movies anc~ booster shots for camp, let
alone 28 shiny quarters from the tooth fairy, you begin to see how it adds
up .

Also, long before Baby X was born, all those scientists had to be paid to
work out the details of the Xperiment, and to write the Official Instruction
Manual for Baby X's parents and, most important of all, to find the right
set of parents to bring up Baby X . These parents had to be selected very
carefully . Thousands of volunteers had to take thousands of tests and
answer thousands of tricky questions . Almost everybody failed because, it
turned out, almost everybody really wanted either a baby boy or a baby girl,
and not Baby X at a11 . Also, almost everybody was afraid that a Baby X would
be a lot more trouble than a boy or a girl .

	

(They were probably right, the
scientists admitted, but Baby X needed parents who wouldn't mind the Xtra
trouble .)

There were families with grandparents named Milton and Agatha, who didn't
see why the baby couldn't be named Milton or Aqatha instead of X, even if
it was an X. There were families with aunts who insisted on knitting tiny
dresses and uncles who insisted on sending tiny baseball mitts . Worst of
all, there were families that already had other children who couldn't be
trusted to keep the secret . Certainly not if they knew the secret was worth
23 billion dollars and 72 cents - and all you had to do was take one little
peek at Baby X in the bathtub to know if it was a boy or a girl .

But, finally, the scientists found the Joneses, who really wanted to raise
an X more than any other kind of baby - no matter how much trouble it would
be . Ms and Mr Jones had to promise they would take equal turns carinq~for
X, and feeding it, and singing it lullabies . And they had to promise~aever
to hire any baby-sitters . The government scientists knew perfectly well that
a baby-sitter would probably peek at X in the bathtub, too .

The Say the Joneses brought their baby home, lots of friends and relatives
came over to see it . None of them knew about the secret Xperiment, though .
So the first thing they asked was what kind of a baby X was . When the
Joneses smiled and said, "It's an X!" nobody knew what to say . They couldn't
say, "Look at her cite little dimples!"

	

And they couldn't say, "Look at his
husky little biceps!" And they couldn't even say just plain "kitchy-coo" .
in fact, they all thought the Joneses were playing some kind of rude joke.

3 5 .



3u . o ._o~.:~-se, .the ~'~neses were not joklnc . "It's an :{" was absolutely
s :.l .. " ' . . wou' .: say . and t:.at made the friends and relatives very angry .
.̂ ::e :eiatives all felt embarrassed about having an X in the family .
"p~~'~ola wil : think there's something wrong with it!" some of them whispered .
"^'Fare .s something wrong with it!" others whispered back .

";Ionsense!" the Joneses told them all cheerfully . "What could possibly be
wrong with this perfectly adorable X?"

Nobody could answer that, except Baby X, who had just finished its bottle .
Baby X's answer was a lc::d, satisfied burp .

Clearly, nothing at all was wrong . iVevertheless, none of the relatives
felt comfortable about buying a present for a Baby X . The cousins who
sent the baby a tiny football helmet would not come and visit any more .
A.zd the neighbours who sent a pink-flowered romper suit pulled their shades
Sown when the Joneses passed their house .

The Official Instruction Manual had warned the new parents that this would
happen, so they didn't fret about it . Besides, they were too busy with Baby
X and the hundreds of different Xercises for treating it properly .

Ms a . .̂c titr Jones had to be :Ctra careful about how they played with little x .
They kaew.that if they kept bouncing it up in the air and saying how strong
and active it was, they'd be treating it more like a boy than an X . But if
all they did was cuddle it~and kiss it and tell it how sweet and dainty it
was, they'd be treating it more like a girl than an X .

On :a;e 1 654 of the Official Instruction Manual, the scientists prescribed :
"a1 ::^t" ' of bouncing and plenty of cuddling, both . X ought to be strong and
s~reet and active . Forget about dainty altogether ."

=o tht~1 to ucht plenty of sturdy blue pa ;dmas in the Boys' Department and
c .̂?J- :ul f:ower~d underwear in the Girls' Department . And they bought all
:; :^ds o : toys . A boy doll that made pee-pee and cried, "Pa-pa ." .1nd a
. ; :ri co :l that tal'.{ed in three languages and said, "I am the Pres-i-dent of
. . .~-e_-- 1 :".c-togs ." They also bought a story~cok about a brave princess who
_--~sw.=i s ~a ::?sc:^e prince frcm his ivory tower, drd anot~ler one shout a
.>_i'___ ? .'.C .._ ..̂= .'.°~ .~ti.0 yr°c,1 1D t0 ae 3 ~d5~?..̂ .~.li star dnd a ..̂duet Star,
_ . . . . '
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!~!ednwhile, the Joneses were worrling about other problems . Toys, for
?:ate_ .̂ce . and clothes . On his first shopping trip Mr Jone3- told the store
c'er:c, "Z need some clothes and toys for my new baby ." The clerk smiled
snd said, "rie11, now, is it a boy or a girl?" "It's an X," Mr Jones said,
s:~iliag back. But the clerk got all red in the face and said huffily, "In

.^,.z : case, I' :;. afraid I can't help :rou, sir ." So Mr Jones wandered helplessly
.p and down the aislES trying to find what X needed . But everything in the
store '~r.3s piled up in sections marked "Boys" or "Girls" . There were "Boys'
^~ a-as" a^d "Girls' underwear" and "3oys' Fire Engines" and Girls' Housekeeping
Sea ."

	

Mr Jones went home without buying anyr_hing for X .

	

That night he and .
' .̂s Jcnas consulted page 2 326 of the Official Instruction Manual . "Buy plenty
c ~
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said

	

firmly .
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.~st~ .~m~~ct about whit it wants to play with . And if X gets dirty climbing
rocks, never say 'Nice little Xes don't get dirty climbing rocks."'

Likewise, it said, "If X falls down and cries, never say 'Brave little
Xes don't cry .' Aecause, of course, nice little Xes do get dirty, and
brave little Xes do cry . No matter how dirty X gets, or how_ hard it
cries, don't worry . It's all part of the Xperiment."

whenever the Joneses pushed Baby X's stroller in the park, smiling strangers
would come over and coo :

	

"Is that a boy or girl?" The Joneses would smile
back and say, "It's an X ." The strangers would stop smiling then, and often
snarl something nasty - as if the Joneses had snarled at them.

Sy the time x grew big,enough to play with other children, the Joneses'
troubles had grown bigger, too . Once a little girl grabbed X's shovel in
the sandbox, and zonked X on the head with it . "Now, now, Tracy," the
little girl's mothez began to scold, "little girls mustn't hit little . . . ."
and she turned to ask X, "Are you a little boy or a little girl, dear?"

Mr Jones, who was sitting near the sandbox, held his breath and crossed
his fingers .

X smiled politely at the lady, even though X's head had never been zonked
so hard in its life . "I'm a little X," X replied .

"You're a what?" the lady exclaimed angrily .

	

"You're .a little b-r-a-t,
you mean!"

"taut little girls mustn't hit little Xes, eitherl" said X, retrieving the
shovel with another polite smile .

	

"What good does hitting do, anyway?"

X's father, who was still holding his breath, finally let it out, uncrossed
his fingers, and grinned back at X .

	

.

And at their next next secret Project Baby X meeting, the scientists grinned,
too . t3aby X was doing fine .

taut then it was time for X to start school . The Joneses were really worried
about this, because school was even more full of,rules for boys and girls,
and there were no rules for Xes . The teacher would tell boys to form one
line " , and girls to form another line . There would by boys' games and girls'
games, and boys' secrets and girls' secrets . The school library would have
a list of recommended books for girls, and a different list of recommended
books for boys .

	

There would even be a bathroom marked BOYS and another-one
marked GTRLS . Pretty soon boys and girls would hardly talk to each other .
What would happen to poor little X?

The Joneses spent weeks consulting their Instruction Manual (there were 2495
pages of advice under "First Day of School"), and attending urgent special
conferences with the smart scientists of Project Baby X .

The Scientists had to make sure that X's mother had taught X how to th~Sw
and catch a ball properly, and that X's father had been sure to teach X what
to serve at a doll's tea party . X had to know how to shoot marbles and how
to jump rope and, most of all, what to say when the Other Children asked
whether X was a Boy or a Girl .
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~~rall ;;, :{ was ready . The Joneses helped :{ button on a nice new pair of
=_d-snd-w!:ite c'. .̂ecked overalls, and sharpened six pencils for X's nice
n":W D2nCllbox, a.. .̂d marked X' s name cleazl :r on all the books in its nice
new bookbag . Y brushed its teeth and combed its hair, which just about
covered its ears, and remembered to put a napkin in its lunchbox .

The Joneses had asked X's teacher if the class could line up alphabetically,
irs~ead of forming separate lines for boys and girls . And they had asked
if X could use the principal's bathroom . because it wasn't marked anything
except BATHROOM . X°s teacher promised to take care of all those problems .
But nobody could helF X with the biggest problem of all - Other Children .

iVobody in X's class had ever known an X before . What would they think?
Faow would X make friends?

Yeu couldn't tell what X was by studying its clothes - overalls don't even
button right-to-left, like girls' clothes, or left-to-right, like boys'
clct::es . And you couldn't guess whether X had a girl's short haircut or
a boy's long haircut . And it was very hard to tell by the games X liked
to play . Either X played ball very well for a girl, or else X played
house verf well for a boy .

Score of tze children tried to find out by asking X tricky questions, like
"~Aho's your favorite sports star?" That was easy . X had two favorite
sports stars : a girl jockey named Robin Smith and a boy archery champion
named Robin Hood . Then they asked,'"What`s your favorite Tv program?"
And that was even easier . X's favorite TV program was "Lassie," which stars
a girl dcg played by a boy dog .

~ .̂en X said that its favorite toy was a doll, everyone decided that X must
be a girl . But then X said that the doll was really a robot, and that X
has computerized it, and that it was programmed to bake fudge brownies and
then glean up the kitchen.

	

After X told them that, the other children gave
up guessing what :{ was .

	

All they knew was they'd sure like to see X's doll .

. After sc! .̂eol, X wanted to play with the other children. "How about shootiny
score baskets in the gym?" X asked the girls . Hut all they did was make faces
a^a :'_~g .^,ie behind X's back .

" ::;,w about weaving some baskets in the arts and crafts room?" :{ asked the
d.:.rs . ~ut the.r all made faces and giggled behind X's back too .

T::a: night, Ms and Mr Jones asked X how things had gone at school . X told
.^em sad'_y that the lessons were okay, but otherwise school was a terricle
rsac~ nor an X . It seemed as if Other Children would never want an X for a
friend .

',^c~ nor;, t^e Joneses reached for their Instruction .Manual . Under "Other
C:a'_~r~r." then found the following message : "what did you Xpect? Other
C .̀'_ :irer. have to obey all the silly boy-girl rules, because their parents
:u~_ .w ~ :-.~ :, _., . Lucky :{ - you don't have to stick to the rules at all!
-__ ,_ . .-.w:2 to do is be yourself . P .S . ~:e'r'^ot saying it'll be easy .'

: . .-.~ ~a'_-, _ .s?:~ . 3ut :: cried a lot taat night, partly because if .elt
_=r~ := . ~c :s'~ fa :.her geld :{ tight, and cudd'_~d it, and couldn't he1C
_ _ .-._ s :__-__~, too . A.^,c :{'s c^othe: CC2°_red t~:e~-+ ;:ot :~ up by readinc a r.

. . ._ _ __ .' _ .i ___ ,
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The next morning, they all felt much better, and little X went back to
school with a brave smile and a clean pair of red-and-white checked overalls .

There was a seven-letter-word spelling bee in class that day . And a seven-
lap boys' relay race in the gym . And a seven-layer-cake baking contest in
the girls' kitchen corner . X won the spelling bee . X also won the relay
race . And X almost won the baking contest, except it forgot to light the
oven .

	

Which only proves that nobody's perfect .

One of the Other Children noticed something else, too . He said : "Winning
or losing doesn't seem to _count to X .

	

X seems to have fun being good at
boys' skills and girls' skills ."

"Come to think of it," laid another one of the Other Children, "maybe X is
having twice as much fun as we are!"

So after school that day, the girl who beat X at the baking contest gave X
a big slice of her prizewinning cake . And the boy X beat in the relay race
asked X to race him home.

From then on, some really funny things began to happen . Susie, who sat next
to X in class, suddenly refused to wear pink dresses to school anymore .
She insisted on wearing red-and-white checked overalls - just like X's .
Overalls, she told her parents, were much better for climbing monkey bars .

Then Jim, the class football nut, started wheeling his little sister's doll
carriage around the football field .

	

He'd put on fifs entire football uniform,
exc~!~t for the helmet. Then he'd put the helmet in the carriage, lovingly
tucked under an old set of shoulder pads . . Then he'd start jogging around the
field, pushing the carriage and singing "Rockabye Baby" to hiS football helmet .
He told his family that X did the same thing, so it must be okay . After all,
X was now the team's star quarterback,

Susie's parents were ho=rified by her behavior, and Jim's parents were worried
sick about his . But the worst came when the twins, Joe and Peqqy, decided to
share _everything with each other .

	

Peggy used Joe's hockey skates, and his
microscope, and took half his newspaper route . Joe used Peggy's needlepoint
kit, and her cookbooks, and took two of her three baby-sitting jobs . Peqqy
started running the lawn mower, and Joe started running the vacuum clesner

Their parents weren't one bit pleased with Peggy's wonderful biology experiments
or with Joe's terrific needlepoint pillows . They didn't care that Pegqy
mowed the lawn better, and that Joe vacuumed the carpet better . In fact, they
were furious . It's all that little X's fault, they agreed . Just because X
doesn't know what it is, or what it's supposed to be, it wants to get everybody
else mixed up, too!

Peggy and Joe were forbidden to~play with X any more.

	

So was Susie, and
then Jim, and then all the Other Children. But it was too late; the Other
Chi.lciren stayed mixed up and happy and free, and refused to go back to the
way they'd been before X .

Finally, Joe and Peggy's parents decided to call an emergency meeting of the
school's Parents' Association, to discuss "The X Problem." They sent a report
to the principal stating that X was a "disruptive influence." They demanded
immediate action . The Joneses, they said`, should be forced to tell whether
X was a boy or a girl . And then X shoifo be forced to behave like whichever
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:c was . :_` t^°_ Joneses refused to tell, the Parents' Association said,

;. ?r. :t mus= twice an aamination .

	

':he school psychiatrist must Xamine it

p'. .̂~si:.aily a^d mentally, and issue a full report . Zf X's test showed it

was a boy, it would have to obey all the boys' rules . If it proved to

be a girl, x would have to obey all the girls' rules .

And if X turned out to be some kind of mixed-up misfit, then X should be

Xpelled from the school . Immediately!

The principal was very upset . Disruptive influence? Mixed-up misfit?

Hut X was an Xcellent student . All the,teaehers said it was a delight

to have X in their classes . X was president of the school council . X

had won first prize in the talent show, and second prize in the art show,

and honorable mention in the science fair, and six athletic events on

Meld day, including the potato race .

Nevertheless, insisted the Parents' Association, X is a Problem Child . X

is the Biggest Problem Child we have ever seen!

So the principal reluctantly notified X's parents that numerous complaints

about X's behaviour had come to the school's attention . And~that after the

psychiatrist's :{amination, the school would decide what to do about X .

The Joneses reported this at once to the scientists, who referred them to

page 85 759 of the Instruction Manual . "Sooner or later," it said, "X

will have to be Xamined by a psychiatrist. This may be the only way any

of us will know for sure whether X is mixed up - or whether everyone else is ."

:he right bef°ore X was to be Xamined, the,Joneses tried not to let X sec how

N~arried they were. "what if . . . .?" Mr Jones would say . And Ms Jones would

reply, "~io use worrying ." Then a few minutes later, Ms Jones would say,

'°iv.̂'lat if . . . .?" and Mr Jones would reply, "No use worrying ."

X ;ust smiled at them both, and hugged them hard and didn't say much of

sz;~t:~ " . .̂y . a was t:Zinking, 4dhat if . . . .? And then X thought : No use worrying .

at Xactiy 9 o'clock the next day, X reported to the school psychiatrist's

:~=fice . The principal, along with a committee from the Parents' Association,

:c's teac'.:er, :C's classmates, and Ms and Mr Jones, waited in the hall outside .

^'ceccy 'rr.ew t. .̂e details of the tests X was to be given, but everybody knew

they'd :,e very 'rard, and that they'd reveal Xactly what everyone wanted to

know about X, but were afraid to ask .

It was terri=ly quiet in the hall . Almost spooky . Once ire a while, they

"~cul:: hear a strange noise inside the zoom . There were buzzes : And a beep

~~r twq . And several bells . An occasional li:;ht would flash under the door .

:`ie .:o..^.?ses t~:ou,ht it was a white lia_ht, but the principal thought it was

c:sa . 'r.~o or three children swore it was either yellow or creep . And the

^ar":~5' Committee missed it completely .
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